





ETHNIC CONFLICTS AND THEIR CAUSES









The struggle of ethnic groups for recognition, equality or autonomy within the framework of an existing territorial state, or for independence from such a state, is not a recent phenomenon. Such struggles appeared in the aftermath of decolonization during the 1960s, within the successor states of the European empires in Africa and Asia. However, during the Cold War just a little attention was paid to such problems. The Cold War between the Soviet bloc and the US-led Western alliance created a sense of stability among of the world population, because the most serious consideration was the possibility that an East-West confrontation would lead to nuclear war.
The end of the Cold War has been accompanied by the emergence of nationalist, ethnic, and religious conflict in Eurasia. Once more, such conflicts have re-emerged as a result of the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the Yugoslav Federation in the early 1990s.
Within the borders of most of states there exist numerous ethnic, national, racial, linguistic or cultural groups. In other words, the majority of states are composed of more than one ethnic group. Sometimes these groups are not accepted as full members of this state or the nation, which it purports to be or presented, or who actually excluded from it. In such circumstance number of ethnic groups demands more rights and recognition that leads in many cases to ethnic conflicts.


What Is Ethnic Conflict

Ethnic conflicts within a state belong to identity conflicts that are a type of internal conflicts. Besides identity conflicts there are other types of internal conflicts such as ideological conflicts, governance conflicts, racial conflicts and environmental conflicts. Sometimes the term “ethnic conflict” is used to describe a wide range of internal conflicts 1. For example, conflicts in Afghanistan, Somali, or Cambodia are not ethnic conflicts, because these conflicts are not between rival ethnic groups, but between rival political groups, all of which belong to the same ethnic group.
The dominant aspect of identity conflicts is ethnic, religious, tribal or linguistic differences. These conflicts often involve a mixture of identity and the search for security where the prime contention concerns the devolution of power. This was the main type of war in Sri Lanka, Palestine, Punjab, and struggle of Kurds in the 1980s. Such conflicts are likely to increase. Identity conflicts are subdivided into territorial conflicts, ethnic or minority conflicts, religious assertions and struggles for self-determination.
Before talking about ethnic conflict, it is necessary to make definition: what is ethnicity? There is little consensus in the literature regarding the terminology and basic concepts about ethnicity. “Ethnic group”, “ethnic community”, “ethnie”, “minority”, or sometimes “identity groups” are used by different authors in different ways. Ethnic groups are historically given collectivities or psychological communities whose members share a persisting sense of common interest and identity that is based on some combination of shared historical experience and valued cultural traits - beliefs, culture and religion, language, ways of life, a common homeland 2. Such groups exist over time, even as they emerge and may well change and disappear.
Several criteria about this definition must be met before a group can be called ethnic group or ethnic community. First, the group must have a name for itself. Names are important not only for self-identification, but also as expressive emblems of the collective “personality”. Second, language is also a powerful indicator of ethnic and national identity. The struggle over language policies and language rights are often a major reason in ethnic conflicts. Many linguistic minorities around the world are officially prohibited from using their language in public places, or in the communication media. Third is religion that has historically been an important marker of the ethnic identity. Especially, in the societies in which religion intervenes in the various spheres of public life, it may become a hegemonic factor and thus determinant for ethnicity. It becomes an ethnic marker. The more the religious factor is interwoven with other elements of social life, the more important does religion become as a determining factor of ethnicity 3. For example, in Lebanon, being Christian or Muslim refers not only to a private expression of religious faith, but to community, and to collective behavior and belonging.
	A fourth feature is territory. Territory is the basis of economic and political structures, which are the fundamental units in the life of ethnic groups and nations. The territorial state is considered to be the determining element of the existence of a nation in modern times. Many ethnic groups which consider themselves to be nations aspire to have their own territorial state (Kurds, Palestinians, Tamils of Sri Lanka). The majority of ethnic groups in the world are identified with some territory, which are not only their vital environment, but also their real or mythical land of origin, sometimes imbued with sacred meaning 4. Serbia denies rights to the ethnic Albanians in Kosovo, because of the historically important (for Serbian identity) battle of Kosovo in the fourteenth century.
A fifth feature, shared culture constitutes a complex of distinctive elements of any ethnic groups. In the definition of ethnic groups, culture is a system of values, symbols and meanings, norms, and customs shared by the members of a group. Culture defines the way of life, which distinguishes one ethnic group from another.
The ethnic groups whose status is of greatest concern in international politics today are those that are the targets of discrimination and that have organized to take political action to promote and defend their interests.
	Ethnic conflicts can be defined as conflicts between ethnic groups within a multi-ethnic state, which have been going on some time, which may appear to be unsolvable to the parties caught up in them. According to Michael E. Brown, an ethnic conflict is a dispute about important political, economic, cultural, or territorial issues between two or more ethnic communities 5. Many ethnic conflicts result in a significant loss of life, a serious denial of basic human rights and considerable material destruction, some escalating into interethnic or internal war.
Since the 1960s increasing numbers of ethnic groups have begun to demand more rights and recognition, demands that are now recognized as the major source of domestic and international conflict in the post-Cold War world 6. All conflicts are different.  The desire for secession or independence from an existing state, the demand for greater autonomy within a state, or recognition and protection of minority interest within a society are three general issues of ethnic conflicts. The protagonists in the most intense ethnic conflicts want to establish their independence or autonomy, as the case of Kurds, some ethnic groups of the former Soviet Union. Other ethnic conflicts arise from efforts by subordinate groups to improve their status within existing boundaries of a state rather than to secede from it. For example, most black South Africans want majority control of state power. Turkish and other recent immigrants to Germany are worried about their security, seek greater economic opportunities, and hope to become citizens. Native peoples in America want to protect what is left of their traditional lands and cultures from the corrosive influences of modern society.
There are currently several hundred ethnic conflicts of varying intensity on all continents. As it has been mentioned above, within the borders of most of states there exist numerous ethnic, national, racial, linguistic or cultural groups. They either do not identify with the dominant model of nation-state, or they are not accepted as full members of this state or the nation, which it purports to be or represent, or they are actually excluded from it. From the perspective of the modern nation-state, the existence of ethnically distinct ‘sub-national’ groups always represents a potential threat, a destabilizing force, particularly when they are politically organized. This is especially the case when power in the state rests principally with a dominant or majority ethnic group.
In fact, the majority of independent states existing today are composed of more than one ethnic group, and this diversity poses challenges to governance and to the prevailing concept of the nation-state itself. One of the problems is that numerous states do not legally recognize the ethnic pluralism existing within their borders, and those that do are still struggling with ways to deal with diversity constructively 7. Some governments may deny their existence altogether, whereas others impose strict legal criteria on ethnic groups and make them the object of specific policies.
As it has been pointed out above, a minority group might insist on seceding and establishing its own independent state. It might demand an independent state within a confederation of states, or might insist on an independent political entity within a new federal structure; it might want more political, economic, cultural, or administrative autonomy within existing institutional arrangements. At the same time, a group might be satisfied with democratic reforms aimed the implementation of a consociational democracy, ethnic power-sharing, or simply more equitable representation.




In some cases, the ethnic groups involved in a dispute may stay associated with each other under some kind of political and legal framework. At the same time, they may devise new constitutional arrangements to address specific concerns and grievances. Usually, more local autonomy and minority rights guarantees will be incorporated into new schemas.
Ethnic Separation




A minority group might demand seceding from an existing state and establishing its own independent state. It might demand an independent state within a confederation of states, or might insist on an independent political entity within a new federal structure or administrative autonomy within existing institutional arrangements. At the same time, a group might be satisfied with democratic reforms aimed the implementation of a consociational democracy, ethnic power-sharing, or simply more equitable representation. Groups of roughly equal size and power might fight about similar issues or control of the state.
In many cases, antagonist ethnic groups will not be able to agree on new constitutional arrangements or a peaceful separation. These kind of ethnic disputes consequently become violent, some escalate into all-out inter-ethnic war. This is the situation in Angola, Kashmir, Shi Lanka, Bosnia, and Caucasus.


Causes Of Ethnic Conflicts

What causes ethnic conflict? By itself, ethnicity is not a cause of violent conflict8. It is not caused directly by intergroup differences. Most ethnic groups, most of the time, pursue their interests peacefully through established political channels.
Some scholars explain reasons of ethnic conflicts with collapse of the authoritarian rule. As an example, the main reason why ethnic conflicts have sprung up in Eastern Europe, the former Soviet Union, and elsewhere, because the authoritarian rule has collapsed and made such conflicts possible. This is the conventional wisdom. This argument offers an inadequate explanation of the causes of ethnic conflicts. Scholars generally fail to explain why conflicts have broken out in some places, but not others, and why some ethnic conflicts are more violent than others.




Systemic explanations of ethnic conflict focus on the nature of the security systems in which ethnic groups operate and the security concerns of these groups9. The first and most obvious systemic prerequisite for ethnic conflict is that two or more ethnic groups must reside in close proximity. Conflict arises in a mixed ethnic community within a single state. Ethnic conflict is based on the struggle between different groups for political power and status. The potential for ethnic conflict is almost universal because there are very few states with only one ethnic group.
The second systematic prerequisite for ethnic conflict is that national, regional, and international authorities must be too week to keep groups from fighting and too week ensure the security of individual groups.
In systems where anarchy prevails individual groups have to provide for their own defense. These groups fear for their physical safety and survival – especially when groups are more or less evenly matched and neither can absorb the other politically, economically, or culturally 10. Collective fears of the future arise when states lose their ability to arbitrate between groups or provide credible guarantees of protection for groups. Barry Posen argues that security becomes of paramount concern under this condition11.
Groups have to worry if neighboring groups pose security threat and if threats will grow or diminish. In this case, the problem groups begin to take actions to defend themselves mobilizing armies and deploying military forces. In turn, this can lead the second group to take their actions to diminish the security of the first group. This is the security dilemma. Groups are often unaware of the impact their actions will have on others.
These conditions are often generated when empires collapse and ethnic groups suddenly have to provide for their own security. We can see this situation in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. The collapse of imperial regimes can be viewed as a problem of emerging anarchy.  Authority system collapsed in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, and individual groups have to provide for their own defense and security in anarchy system.
According to Posen, instabilities develop when two conditions hold12. First, when offensive and defensive military forces are hard to distinguish, groups cannot signal their defensive intentions by the kinds of military forces, which they deploy. Groups cannot distinguish one another’s intentions, whether forces are defensive or offensive. Because forces deployed for defensive purposes will have offensive capabilities and therefore will be seen as threatening by others.




Other explanation of ethnic conflict focus on factors that operate primarily at the domestic level: the effectiveness of states in addressing the concerns of their constituents, the impact of natio​nalism on inter-ethnic relations, and the impact of democratiza​tion on inter-ethnic relations.
People look to states to provide security and promote economic prosperity. Nationalism reflects the need to establish states capable of achieving these goals 13. Intense nationalism and a heightened risk of national conflict are caused when states fail to meet military and economic threats to their peoples and when they fail to develop effective institutions for managing increased levels of political participation. As an example, nationalism has flared up in parts of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, where state structures and political institutions have weakened or diminished capacities. In other words, the collapse of the Soviet Union and east European communist states is unleashing a new round of nationalism. That has caused ethnic warfare in the post-Soviet states and mounting nationalist opinion in Russia itself.
The emergence of ethnic nationalism makes some form of ethnic conflict almost inevitable. The rise of ethnic nationalism in one group can be seen as threatening by others. In turn, this will lead to the development of similar elements elsewhere. Ethnic nationalism also makes groups to field large, highly motivated armies. This will lead others to be more vigilant and to build up their own military forces. In turn, this can make preemptive attacks or preventive war between neighboring groups more likely.
Another factor of domestic level, which impacts on ethnic conflict, is democratization. In fact, democratization has the potential to help mitigate ethnic tension by allowing for the establishment of an inclusive means of governance to address the needs of all ethnic groups in the state 14.
However, democratization is problematic in multiethnic societies, particularly in the beginning stage, when the old regime is changed to the new democratic regime. This process can effect to existing ethnic problem. Democratization process depends on two factors. The first is the level of ethnic tension. If the old regime used forced assimilation, forced relocation, ethnic expulsion, extermi​na​tion campaigns toward ethnic problems, in this case the demo​cra​tization process will be very problematic and many ethnic problems will be on the agenda. The other case is that if the old regime pursued benign policies toward the ethnic groups, ethnic issues will be less important and moreover, less problematic on the agenda.
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X ь l a s д







Etnik qruplarнn mцvcud dцvlдt daxilindд tanнnmalarн, bдrabдrlik, muxtariyyдt vд ya mьstдqillik uхrundakн mьbarizдlдri son illдrdд yaranan fenomen deyil. Bu mьbarizд 60-cн illдrdд Avropanнn bцyьk dцvlдtlдrinin Afrika vд Asiyadakн mьstдmlдkдзiliklдrinд son qoyulduqdan sonra meydana gдldi. Bununla belд, soyuq mьharibд illдrindд bu mдsдlдyд az дhдmiyyдt verilirdi. Sovet bloku vд ABЕ-нn baезнlнq etdiyi Qдrb Мttifaqн arasнnda gedдn soyuq mьharibд dьnya дhalisi arasнnda stabilliyin mьhьmlьyь qдnaitini yaratdн. Зьnki Едrqlд Qдrbin belд qarенdurmasнnнn nьvд mьharibдsinд gдtirib знxaracaхн kimi ciddi fikir var idi. 
Soyuq mьharibдnin sona зatdнхн dцvr Avrasiyada milli, etnik vд dini mьnaqiедlдrin yaranmasн ilд mьеaiyдt olundu. Bundan дlavд, belд mьnaqiедlдr 1990-cн illдrin дvvдllдrindд Sovet Мttifaqнnнn vд Yuqoslaviya Federasiyasнnнn daхнlmasн sayдsindд yenidдn ortaya знxdн. 
Дksдr dцvlдtlдrin daxilindд bir neзд mьxtдlif dilд, irqд, mдdдniyyдtд, eynik mдnедyд mдnsub qruplar yaеayнrlar. Bдzдn bu qruplar hдmin dцvlдtin vд ya цlkдnin tam ьzvi kimi qдbul edilmirlдrКК. Belд едraitdд, etnik qruplar цz hьquqlarнnн tдlдb edir ki, bu da зox vaxt etnik mьnaqiедlдrд sдbдb olur.
Etnik mьnaqiед nдdir? Bu, dцvlдtin daxilindдki mьnaqiедlдrdдn biridir. Kimlik mьnaqiедlдri ilд yanaен ideoloji, hцkumдt, diskriminasiya, дtraf mьhitlд baхlн mьnaqiедlдr daxili mьnaqiедlдrд daxildir. Bдzдn “etnik mьnaqiед" ifadдsi daxildдki narazнlнqlarн gцstдrmдk ьзьn dд istiafdд olunur. Mдsдlдn, Дfqanнstanda, Somalidд, Kambocidд etnik deyil, siyasi mьnaqiедlдr baе verir, зьnki bunlar bir qrupa daxil olan mьxtдlif siyasi tдrдflдr arasнndadнr. Etnik здkiеmдlдrdдn danнеmazdan дvvдl etnikliyin nд olduхunu mьдyyдnlдеdirдk. Etnik qrupda insanlar ьmumi maraхa, kimliyд, dinд, mдdдniyyдtд, hдyat tдrzinд vд torpaхa malik olurlar. Belд qruplar uzun mьddдt mцvcud olur, hдtta dдyiед bilir vд ya yox olurlar. Hдr hansн qrupu etnik adlandнrmaq ьзьn bдzi meyarlar mьyyдnlдеdirilmдlidir. Birinci grupun adн, ikinci dili, ьзьncь isд dini olmalнdнr. 
Dцrdьncь дlamдt дrazidir. Дrazi iqtisadi vд siyasi strukturun bazasнdнr. Цzьnь millдt kimi tдqdim edдn bir зox etnik qruplaккr цz дrazisi olan dцvlдtд malik olmaхa зalненrlar. (Kьrdlдr, fдlдstinllilдr vд s.). Etnik qrupun bцyьklьyьnь onun дrazisinд gцrд ayнrd edirlдr.
Beеinci meyar etnik qrupun mдdдniyyдtidir. Onlarнn mдdдninyyдtlдrinд дsasдn hдyat tдrzlдri mьдyyдnlдеdirilir ki, bu da bir etnik qrupu digдrindдn fдrqlдndirir. 
Mьnaqiедlдr mьxtдlifdir; mцvcud dцvlдtin tдrkibindдn знxmaq vд ya mьstдqillik qazanmaq. Etnik mьnaqiедdд olan ьз ьmumi mдsдlд, cдmiyyдt daxilindд azlнqlarнn tam muxtariyyдt qazanmasн, onlarнn tanнnmasн, maraqlarнnнn mьdafiд olunmasнdнr. Kьrdlдrdд vд дvvдlki Sovet Мttifaqнnda olduхu kimi. Elд hallar olur ki, qruplar dцvlдtin tдrkibindдn знxmaqdansa, onun daxilindд statuslarнnн mцhkдmlдndirmдyд зalненrlar. Tьrklдr vд son zamanlar Almaniyaya gдlmiе digдr mьhacirlдr цz tдhlьkдsizliklдri ьзьn narahatdнrlar, daha geniе iqtisadi imkanlardan istifadд etmдyд зalненr vд vдtдndaе olmaхa ьmid bдslдyirlдr. 
Muxtariyyat istдyдn bir зox azlнqlarнn mьbarizдsi mдхlubiyyдtд uхramне, digдr hallarda isд onlar цz dцvlдtlдrini qurmaхa mьvдffдq olmuеlar. 
Belдliklд, etnik mьnaqiедlдri ьз yolla hдll etmдk olar:
1. Sьlh yolu ilд azlнqlar birgд yaеamaхa razнlaенrlar. 
2.Dinc yolla ayrн yaеamaхa ьstьnlьk verirlдr. Зexoslovakiyada, Sovet Мttifaqнnda olduхu kimi.
3. Etnik qruplar vдziyyдtд nдzarдt etmдk uхrunda vuruеurlar. Зox vaxt antaqonist etnik qruplar sьlh yolu ilд problemin hдllinд razн ola bilmirlдr vд mьharibд vдziyyдtinд gдlib знxнrlar. Qafqazda, Kдеmirdд, Bosniyada, Anqolada olduхu kimi.
Nдdir etnik mьnaqiедlдrin sдbдbi? Etnмk qruplarнn mцvcudluхu цzlьyьndд daхнdнcн mьnaqiедlдrд sдbдb olmur. Mьtдxдssislдrin fikrincд etnik mьnaqiедlдrin yaranmasнna sдbдb onlarнn daxilindд yerlдеdiyi dцvlдtin hakim qьvvдlдrinin zдifliyidir. Lakin onlar niyд bдzi yerlдrdд bu mьnaqiедlдrin baе verdiyini, bдzi yerlдrdд isд heз bir problem olmadнхнnн, hдmзinin niyд belд mьnaqiедlдrin bir qisminin digдrlдrinд baxanda daha daхнdнcн olduхunu aydнnlaеdнra bilmirlдr. 
Дksдr mьtдxдssislдr etnik mьnaqiедlдri sistemli vд yerli tдbдqдdд tдhlil edirlдr…  





